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the eclipse got what it wanted. the nest natives were, for all intents and
purposes, a small army of mindless drones, carrying out the eclipse's
commands. olin was placed in charge of their operation. under his
command, they invaded the sun-ring and began the final preparations
for the activation. when the eclipse's plans were complete, it summoned
olin and his soldiers to the sun-ring. the nest natives - of which there
were hundreds - were all ordered to prepare for the activation. on the
eve of the activation, olin saw that the eclipse had placed helis and
sygna in charge of the ceremony. he turned to the eclipse, and with a
single thrust of his weapon, killed the eclipse, helis, and sygna. the nest
natives, under olin's command, now loyal to aloy, stormed the sun-ring.
they freed aloy from her capsule, and aloy prepared to take down the
eclipse. there is a small population of humans inhabiting the area around
the farm tribe and these are the most likely to be of interest to you. a
good first stop is the bandit camps which are not under the control of
either the farm tribe or the house of haross. the other human
settlements in the area are all under the control of the farm tribe and
are not worth visiting except on your second visit to the area. a'survey'
is a robotic spider-like device that can be deployed by pressing a button
on its side. it has a camera on its head that it uses to record its
surroundings. survey data can be transferred to the hades through a usb
cable; however, if the survey returns to the farm tribe, it is automatically
destroyed, meaning that it can never be returned to the hades.
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